Abstract: This article presents a feminist analysis of the serial killer portrait film -a cycle of contemporary low-budget films featuring serial killer protagonists. Although unusual within serial killer cinema for their frustration of identification and suspense, portrait films remain locked into wider popular discourses around serial murder, particularly in their intertextual aspects. In the portrait film, this results in a tautological construction of the serial killer (he kills because he is a killer, he is a killer because he kills) that places him not only beyond understanding but also outside society and, so, unconnected to normative constructions of masculinity.
interests include screen violence and depictions of gender.
The serial killer has always been understood in and through popular culture, emerging as a figure of historical, criminological and popular significance not with the first instance of multiple killings, but with the first widespread narrativisation of an ongoing case of serial murder in the popular press. We refer, of course, to the 1888 femicides in Whitechapel, attributed to "Jack the Ripper". In contemporaneous press accounts of these murders, fictional antecedents provided a compelling hook on which to hang the story as well as a ready-made narrative structure for its telling. As such, the serial killer was, from the outset, understood intertextually, in relation to other (factual and fictional) killers and through serialised narrative forms with their own generic conventions. This has created an interesting tension in popular discourse, for whilst the serial killer is widely constructed as a unique individual (Cameron and Frazer 1987) , this has itself become formulaic through its repetition in both factual and fictional accounts whether in film, television, novels, true crime literature, press reporting or even serial killers' own accounts of their crimes (Cameron and Frazer, 1987; Biressi, 2001; Gregoriou, 2011; Bartels and Parsons, 2009; Brady, 2001) . It is this tension between the individual and generic or formulaic---and, specifically, what that means for feminist understandings of serial murder---which is at the heart of this article.
Our specific focus here is what Jenny Reburn (2012) has called the serial killer portrait film: a cycle of contemporary low-budget films which focus on real-life (male) serial killers with the claim to offer insight into the killer and his crimes.
Typically low-budget, featuring actors who are relatively unknown outside of the cycle, often exhibiting poor production values and usually released straight to DVD, these films are unusual among serial killer narratives in that they demonstrate little interest in seriality: murders are out of sequence; there is little attention to patterning (victim type or method of killing); and they are almost completely lacking in suspense. The crimes are represented as more random than serial and the killer more chaotic than organised, clever or cunning. But whilst they may subvert some aspects of serial killer discourse, portrait films are formulaic in other ways, insisting on understanding the serial killer as an isolated individual outside of social and cultural forces, whilst simultaneously being densely intertextual to the extent that they often make little sense without prior knowledge of this and other (factual and fictional) killers.
As such, the portrait film offers a useful point from which to reflect on the position of the serial killer within popular discourse more generally. We begin by revisiting some of the feminist arguments about serial killer discourse as the foundation upon which our subsequent analysis is built. We move on to provide an introduction to the portrait film. As we will discuss, this is a primarily US cycle with the marketing for many of the films situating their narratives in a broader "national" discourse around serial murder. Indeed, despite the status of the 1888 Whitechapel murders as the prototypical serial killer case, this type of crime is commonly understood as a particularly American phenomenon, partly due to the FBI's intervention in serial killer discourse from the 1970s onwards (Jenkins, 1994; Schmid, 2005; Seltzer, 1998) .
However, in the final section of this article, we focus on a rare British example of the cycle---Skip Kite's 2011 film Peter: A Portrait of a Serial Killer. i This is a particularly interesting film for our purposes, firstly because its central character---Peter Sutcliffe, nicknamed the Yorkshire Ripper by the British press during his killing spree---is so clearly positioned in an intertextual web, albeit one with obviously British origins (referring back to the Whitechapel killer). Whilst we are less interested in national than in gendered discourses around serial murder, this article demonstrates how these discourses have circulated and developed in a transAtlantic context. As we will show, Peter exhibits formal and thematic continuities with the US-films, not least in the ways in which it closes down historically and socially specific ways of reading Sutcliffe's crimes. Sutcliffe's murders of 13 women in Yorkshire (England) between 1975 and 1980 became a flashpoint for feminist activism in the period and, subsequently, generated considerable feminist critique: in relation to the crimes themselves; the police investigation of them; and their media representation (e.g. Hollway 1981; Ward Jouve 1986; Bland 1992 ). Yet, as we will demonstrate, Peter ignores this context, individualising explanation whilst drawing on well-worn---but apparently gender-blind---generic clichés to do so. It thus constructs a privileged position for the "knowing" spectator---the spectator who is knowledgeable about serial killers in general, and Sutcliffe in particular---which curbs the radical potential of the film, closing down the possibility of reading Sutcliffe and his crimes socially, culturally or historically. The serial killer is kept out of reach, his "madness" the only explanation for his crimes, an explanation which simultaneously renders him individually unknowable and generically recognisable, and which makes no demand on its spectator beyond the world of the film itself.
Feminist analyses of serial killer discourse
Although instances of repeat killing do occur in the real world, the term "serial killer" is a discursive category informed by codes and conventions drawn from popular culture as much as from criminology or psychiatry. In emphasising the mediated nature of serial killer texts, feminist cultural critics Deborah Cameron and Elizabeth Frazer affirm that all accounts surrounding real killers, from journalistic and true crime literature to police and psychiatric records and statements made by killers themselves, "are not 'the truth'; they are yet more constructed texts" (1987, xiii) .
The clearest example of this is the figure of Jack the Ripper. Although the crimes attributed to Jack the Ripper did happen, "Jack" as the lone figure held responsible for those crimes was (and is), as Jane Caputi (1988, 22) describes him, "a collective male invention". The moniker "Jack the Ripper" originated in a letter sent to the Central News Agency---quite possibly penned by a journalist---claiming responsibility for the crimes and taunting the police (Walkowitz 1982) . In the absence of a named perpetrator, Jack---widely deemed the "first" serial killer---was an essentially fictional figure: not an individual but an "outline, a repository, a type" (Caputi 1988, 14) . In the apparent absence of historical precedent, commentators in 1888 reached for fictional analogues---most notably the doubled figure of Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde---in attempts to make sense of, and make a story from, the crimes (Walkowitz 1982) . From these origins, the serial killer became an almost mythical figure, and, as feminist critics have argued, this has functioned to conceal historical particularities in specific crimes, the power structures which influence the form violence takes and the connections between the serial killer and other violent men (Walkowitz 1982; Cameron and Frazer 1987; Caputi 1988; Boyle 2005) , whilst contributing to the construction of the killer-as-celebrity, even---paradoxically---when his identity is unknown (Schmid, 2005) .
Whilst the absence of a known perpetrator makes the Whitechapel murderer a particularly clear example of the fictionalisation of the serial killer, the recurrence of this "type" is evident in the use of "Ripper" to describe later real (and fictional) killers, including Sutcliffe. While there are similarities between the 1888 murders and those in Yorkshire 90 years later (the apparent targeting of prostitutes, the sense of community panic, the bodily mutilation), the overt linking of these murders suggests the enduring appeal of the "type" established in the emergent mass media in 1888. Yet, although it is widely recognised that these killers are nearly exclusively men,
ii there is little possibility within the popular frameworks described here of reading these crimes in relation to masculinity. While it would be a mistake to read serial killing as inherently misogynist (not all victims are female), feminist critics have argued that serial murders are popularly constructed as acts of self-affirmation through which a particular kind of male subjectivity is confirmed (Cameron and Frazer 1987, 166-8) . These roles are less easily occupied by women whose "subject status is continually being negated" (ibid, 168). Additionally, strong cultural associations between murder and the figure of the male romanticised rebel helps to account for fascination with the serial killer, a figure often afforded a "folk hero status" for his defiance of authoritarian legal and social codes (Boyle 2005, 62; Caputi 1988) , as seen most recently in the television series Dexter (Showtime, 2006 (Showtime, -2013 . However, the possibility that the social and cultural construction of masculinity may be a contributory factor in serial murder---understood in relation to a continuum across which male violence per se is normalised (Kelly 1988 )---is obscured by narratives which isolate the killer and individualise understanding, usually in relation to mental illness.
The intertexuality of these accounts also suggests that the serial killer cannot exist without publicity, that his crimes are meaningless without the media. The act of writing about serial killers---critically or not---could therefore be argued to extend their significance. This is the dilemma for critics of popular culture. By positioning these men at the centre of our analysis we run the risk of contributing to the very discourse we set out to critique. At the same time, cultural critics, and feminist critics in particular, can---and have---made important interventions in serial killer discourse and, by elucidating and examining its features, have sought to reveal the generic qualities of the killer, positioning him not as an exceptional individual but rather as a predictable one; not a hero but a stock figure whose actions echo broader cultural constructions of masculinity (Hollway 1981; Ward Jouve 1986; Cameron and Frazer 1987; Caputi 1988; Cameron 1994) . This is, arguably, a politically important move in that it seeks to puncture the self-worth of serial killer accounts whilst also exploring the nature of broader investments in serial killer discourse---and it is this project that we aim to contribute to here.
The portrait films are useful objects for analysis in this context as, on one hand, they seem to be totally invested in the notion of the serial killer as a unique individual, worthy of portraiture. On the other, their marketing and intertextuality suggests that the killer is a culturally recognisable figure precisely because he is generic. In the next section, we will provide a brief introduction to, and overview of, the cycle which considers these tensions in more detail.
Portrait of a serial killer
The term "portrait film" was coined by Jenny Reburn (2012) in her work on serial killer cinema. Reburn uses the term to classify a group of low-budget films---mainly straight-to-video/DVD releases from 2000 to the present---which focus on a real serial killer, typically a white, US male. In these films, the killer is the protagonist and has the greatest amount of screen time, but whilst they often promise insight into the killer's mind or motivation, they typically fail to deliver any explanations for his violence. As these films have not enjoyed wide-distribution, we want to briefly provide some background information about the cycle and the Reburn's---description of them as "portraits". In art, portraits aim to represent the personality as well as the physical likeness of an individual and the term suggests a desire to probe the subject in a more impressionistic, abstract way than other examples of serial killer discourse, which usually take a more linear, "faithful" attitude to established facts. In contrast, portrait films---from Henry onwards---are often "loosely based on" an individual and his crimes, and despite relying on the audience's prior knowledge to make sense of the film frequently diverge from known facts. In this way, the portraits have a paradoxical relationship with the true crime genre, echoing true crime's status as both entertainment and source of knowledge (Biressi, 2001 ) while undermining any sense of authenticity by changing or omitting important elements of the story---aspects which are immediately apparent to regular consumers of true crime. Interestingly, the portraits often draw attention to their construction, contrasting the actor's embodiment of the killer with photographs, sound recordings and filmed footage of the known-killer. Whilst at times the similarities are striking (as is the case in Peter), in others it is the disparity between original and copy which is most notable. This is not as jarring as it might be however, as the actor's failure to properly imitate the original adds to the sense that the killer is always slightly beyond the reach or comprehension of "normal" people. That the lead characters are typically played by actors relatively unknown outside of the cycle is important here as their often unpolished acting styles paradoxically add both to the claims of authenticity and our awareness of the "gap" between actor and killer. These casting decisions also mean that these films focus on---and arguably participate in---the celebrity of the real-life killer, with these relatively unknown actors carrying little intertextual baggage of their own to dilute or redirect our attention. All of this enhances the construction of the killer as a unique individual who cannot be easily or adequately represented or understood.
That the portraits begin with Henry Lee Lucas is significant. Lucas was arrested in 1983 and in the months that followed confessed to his involvement in up to 600 murders across the US. He later retracted his confessions and many were proven to be false. Nevertheless, Lucas became an influential figure in the development of serial killer discourse in the US in the 1980s (Jenkins 1994) , and continues to be a figure of fascination with two subsequent portrait films---Henry:
Portrait of a Serial Killer Part 2 (Parello 1996) Yet, for Reburn (2012) , notwithstanding the broader context in which they circulate, the films themselves offer an interesting twist on the ways in which serial killers are typically represented, eschewing the emphasis on suspense and an investigative structure which provides the viewer with a relatively "safe" position for identification. In contrast, the portrait film is often chaotic, almost utterly lacking in suspense, and frustrates attempts at identification---even with the killer. Reburn acknowledges that there is a radical potential in these films' ability to confuse and unsettle, with the messy and achronological narratives rendering the killer devoid of characteristics which have rendered the serial killer a folk hero in other contexts (e.g.
intelligence, an ability to control himself and others, keen organisational skills). In the final section, we will explore these issues in more detail in relation to
Peter: A Portrait of a Serial Killer. The British origins of film and subject makes this an unusual example of the portrait film iv and it also largely eschews links with exploitation horror in its marketing. That despite these differences the intertextual web it draws on still frustrates understanding makes it a compelling case study with which to demonstrate the pervasive nature of some of the conventions we have outlined in this section.
Peter: A case study
As noted above, Peter: A Portrait of a Serial Killer takes as its subject the socalled Yorkshire Ripper, Peter Sutcliffe. This real-life referent is persistently highlighted, both in the film's marketing and its aesthetics, yet at the centre of the film's account of Sutcliffe is a clearly fictionalised relationship between the incarcerated Peter (Walt Kissack) and "his" psychiatrist, Dr Spencer (Gary Sharkey).
In the film's final moments, it is revealed that Spencer is a figment of Peter's imagination: Spencer is---in effect---Peter himself. Thus the central premise of the film speaks to many of the conventions we have discussed so far: it presents the serial killer as an outwardly normal, internally-divided figure; it suggests that understandings of the serial killer are necessarily individualistic and psychological (at the same time as this explanation itself becomes generic); and it demonstrates the blurring of fact and fiction in serial killer discourse. The twist ending, combined with the lack of a clear account of the case itself, further suggests that the film privileges an intertextual spectatorship. It rewards---perhaps demands---prior knowledge, whether gleaned from memory, news reporting, documentary, drama-documentary or true crime. v It invites its audience to play the role of detective, not in a conventional sense (whodunit is known) but by piecing together fragments to, first, make sense of the film and, second, build a picture of the man. That this picture is ultimately unrevealing seems to be the point.
Here, we will first consider the marketing of the film before moving on to discuss its opening moments, focusing on how fact and fiction are interlaced to suggest the layers of intertextuality at work. This leads into a discussion of the function of the fictional Spencer before we finally turn our attention to the treatment of the victims.
The factual roots of the film are widely emphasised in its marketing yet, even here, there is a sense that the "facts" about Sutcliffe are only ever known remotely. This sequence is significant for our analysis for a number of reasons. First, the countdown and off-screen voices suggest that the film offers a "behind the scenes" access. Whilst this resonates with the marketing claims about revelation, it is striking that this privileged access is linked to media representation and, specifically, to male voices. Although it is not apparent on a first viewing, the countdown is provided by the actor playing Dr Spencer. Retrospectively, this takes on a particular significance, prefiguring Spencer's use of hypnosis on Peter throughout the film and, in light of the twist ending, suggesting that the entire film is anchored to Peter's psyche. The film thus makes no distinction between the factual (the archive footage of the real male psychiatrist's televised appeal) and the fictional (Spencer's hypnosis of Peter), nor between apparently external understandings of Sutcliffe and his motivations (the contemporary news reports) and the film's attempt to journey inside Peter's mind (the reference to hypnosis and the fictional alter-ego). That the significance of the countdown only becomes apparent as the film progresses underlines our point that the film makes certain demands on its spectator who is invited to read these clues, to become involved in a game of detection. However, as we have suggested, this game appears to have only male players, with the female victims---as we will discuss further in a moment---featuring as unsubstantial and largely anonymous figures in the killer's sequence.
As the film progresses, the dramatised reconstructions are more firmly linked to Peter's hypnosis sessions with Dr Spencer, suggesting they are Peter's memories.
These sessions allude to a strong tradition in serial killer discourse of seeking clues to the killer's crimes through his childhood (Seltzer 1998) . In particular, the repeated images of a boy sitting alone in an attic suggest progress is being made in cases, a male spokesman and/or reporter is used. Without knowledge of the case, the appeal regarding the killer's handwriting and voice (which, later in the investigation----though not in the film---were revealed to be hoaxes) is particularly confusing as it refers to the hunt for a man who is clearly not the Peter we see on screen. The uncontextualised news clip therefore not only runs the risk of confusing viewers but also establishes that the details of the case are only important insofar as they relate to (the search for) Peter. There is no possibility of reading the significance of these moments in relation to the widespread feminist criticism of community, media and police which followed the case (Ward Jouve 1986). Instead we are offered a part in a game, asked to piece together disparate elements to make sense of the killer.
References to Sutcliffe's self-justifications for his crimes---the real killer claimed that he was cleaning the streets of "filth" in response to a divine mission---are similarly decontextualised within the film. Perhaps because Sutcliffe's streetcleaning mission itself chimed with earlier cases (notably that of Jack the Ripper), that he (like his predecessors) enacted this "mission" by killing women---and initially women in prostitution specifically---appears as a given, the misogyny of the crimes so unexceptional that it effectively becomes invisible. Instead, the film lingers on religious iconography to allude to Sutcliffe's alleged motivations: crucifixes adorning Peter's home and cell; his drawing of Christ on the cross; and a repeated, highly stylised image of a cross which has no anchor in the dramatised diegetic world.
Simplistic discussions about good and evil between Peter and Spencer are often indistinct or cut short. As such, the film refers less to the real case and the 13 women murdered by Sutcliffe, than to popular ideas around this type of killer and his embodiment of "evil". The surreal Gothic imagery which accompanies each reference to religion displaces any explanation onto an unknowable, metaphysical---and, crucially for us, apparently gender-neutral---plane which resists scrutiny.
This sense that the film offers an impressionistic collage of well-worn clichés in place of insight is heightened when we consider the figure of Dr Spencer. The physical styling of Spencer---he is tall, with a somewhat cadaverous face, often wearing a dark coat and hat and carrying a black bag---is reminiscent of many depictions of Jack the Ripper. It is not uncommon for doctors (and, Most striking, however, is the complete marginalisation of the victims. This is Peter's story and the film adopts his lack of concern about his female victims who exist largely in the abstract, as a number or sequence of images in an archival news report, or as a category of person lacking individuality (prostitute, student, mother, daughter). The only woman given any real screen time in the dramatised sequences appears---like Spencer---to be a fictional construct, a type rather than a person. Jan Walkowitz (1982: 552) finds similar stereotyping of the women killed in 1888 Whitechapel. Jan's portrayal also recalls more recent journalistic/true crime depictions of serial killer cases which shift agency from the killer to the victims' addictions (Gregoriou, 2011) . In one scene, which has no obvious real-world referent, Jan injects drugs in the toilet before returning to dance wildly and become embroiled in a fight with another woman whose partner has been eyeing her up. Given the film's deliberate avoidance of visual evidence of Peter's/Sutcliffe's crimes, this sequence---which opens with a disembodied voice-over demanding "we want to know why"---positions the pub as the film's primary crime scene/seen and Jan its only active aggressor. Despite appearing to avoid voyeurism by excising the killer's violence from the narrative, the film obscures the misogyny apparent in his murders and in the media and public responses. The intimacy suggested by the title---using just his first name---is thus shown to construct an utterly individualised portrayal, cut loose from wider social contexts yet, paradoxically, dependent for meaning on prior knowledge of over a century of serial killer discourse. The film itself, of course, is one further example of this discourse and further bolsters Sutcliffe's notoriety.
As we have shown, then, Peter is a deeply contradictory film and, in this respect, it is representative of the serial killer portrait film cycle (Reburn 2012) . The insistence on its authenticity in its marketing and framing suggests something of the extent to which the discursive construction of the serial killer has become normalised such that its discursive functions are rendered invisible: this is what serial killers are.
At the same time, the possibility of any analysis of the crimes---and, specifically, any feminist analysis which takes into account a broader socio-cultural context---is denied. Whilst the film---like the cycle as a whole---offers no coherent point of identification, the "journey into the dark and twisted mind" which it offers is repeatedly figured as a male quest. Thus, not only does the film ultimately privilege Peter/Sutcliffe himself as the ultimate authority on his crimes, it also negates the gendered-reality of the crimes as the identities and lived-realities of Sutcliffe's victims are a mere backdrop for a cacophony of questioning male voices.
Conclusion
In watching and writing about the portrait films, we have often found ourselves questioning what pleasures these films offer to their spectator. That the portrait films eschew the pleasures offered by seriality, disrupt identification and frustrate expectations of suspense make them striking within the broader context of serial killer cinema (Reburn 2012) . But this can also make them confusing, and sometimes boring, to watch. There is radical potential in this, not least as these films offer an interesting vantage point from which to then re-examine the more Those of us working within media disciplines are able to make modest interventions in these debates when we investigate the serial killer not as a hero, but rather as a generic and self-referential male figure. As we suggested at the beginning of this article, this offers the possibility of puncturing the sense of prestige accorded the serial killer in popular contexts. It also offers opportunities for making explicit that which remains unexplored in the kinds of films we have discussed here: that is, that serial killing and its representation remains a predominately male preserve.
